Go for the Green...
by becoming a member of
The Florida Turfgrass Research Foundation

Shoot for Tomorrow...
by becoming a partner in
The Arnold Palmer Endowment Program

A Founders Council Membership in the Endowment Program has been established to offer those special individuals an opportunity to make tax-deductible contributions to the Florida Turfgrass Research Foundation, Inc.

As a philanthropic donor, you will become a vital part in elevating golf to its highest level by promoting research and education in the field of turfgrass management.

For further information and a brochure about the Arnold Palmer Endowment Program, please call or write:

Robert J. Yount
Vice President of Development
Florida Turfgrass Research Foundation
302 S. Graham Ave.
Orlando, FL 32803
407-898-6721
The Brouwer Trash-Pik™

The Trash-Pik™ is the innovative method for picking up litter at municipal locations, theme parks, airports, shopping malls, car parks and such places.

Some outstanding features:
- 18 h.p. two cylinder Kohler gas engine
- Closed loop hydraulic hydrostatic drive
- 200 degree nozzle operating arc
- Reverse air-flow to remove hose blockages or blow leaves or litter for easy pick-up
- The 8 cu. ft. litter container bag tilts back for easy unloading
- Heavy-duty, corrosion free fibre-glass body

Solve your litter collection problems, fast, efficiently.
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Bale chopper delivers fast, efficient mulching

The Agrimetal Landscape King bale chopper is powered by a rugged 11-hp Honda OHV engine. It quickly and uniformly chops mulch, which is distributed by a powerful blower. A flexible hose allows precise placement of mulch. Chops and blows a bale in less than one minute.
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Security is yours with Customline gates

Customline, Inc. manufactures security gates and fences for light industrial, commercial or residential use. Each piece is factory tested, and guaranteed against defective materials and workmanship. The V-series offers heavy duty electric locks for swinging or sliding gates, or with ground level wheels fabricated from solid steel.
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Be creative with retaining walls from Keystone

The Keystone Retaining Wall Systems combine proven soil stabilization technology of geogrids as an integral part of its design.

Based in Minnesota, the company has licensed manufacturers in 48 major metropolitan areas who provide the product throughout the United States and Eastern Canada.

According to Keystone, the sys-
Some of life's best lessons are learned in the school of 'soft knocks'  

The young man on the left will fall several times before he hits his first home run. The young man on the right wants him to have the advantage of falling on real turf.

We think it's curious that the same lawmakers who insist that individuals and corporations make environment and products safer for children neglect to legislate safer standards for school playgrounds.

It's no doubt easier to make us spend our own cash to improve conditions than to appropriate public funds for safe playing areas. Things are changing ... slowly ... but NSTC has been instrumental in distributing information and talking to some appropriate people, but it all takes time and money.

While we're waiting for the big picture to change, we can all improve our little corner ... like planting an improved turf plot of our own, then using it! When officials see how much more fun we're having, they'll no doubt want in on the action.

For free brochure and membership application, call or write to Fred V. Grau, Chairman
tems are considered by landscape design engineers to be the premier retaining wall product offering unlimited design characteristics, structural integrity, ease of installation, durability, economy, and a curvilinear, split face, natural appearing product.
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Walk greensmower brand new from Toro
Toro reports that its new walk greensmower features the smallest clip of any walk greensmower on the market, allowing for a more uniform cut.

The Greensmaster 1000 clips as small as .16 inch, thanks to its 11-blade design. The mower is also designed with a loop handle for operator comfort and proper weight distribution.

The Greensmaster is powered by a 3 1/2-hp Kawasaki engine, and the drive system features the latest cog belt design, which reduces service time.

Cutting height can be adjusted to tournament height, 3/32 inches. A grooming reel attachment and variety of rollers are available.
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Grooming mower stands up to grass
The new Land Pride Air Tunnel Grooming Mower combines superb mowing quality, structural strength and operator convenience. The Air Tunnel system lifts grass for superior clipping and discharge. Heavy duty high speed blades turn at 15,000 square feet per minute for aggressive cutting. Four-wheel design, floating hitches and swivelling top-link follow terrain evenly. Ground wheel options include two wheels and front roller, two ground wheels only and four ground wheels for “the best in contour mowing.”

Land Pride says the unit’s welded tubular steel chassis absorbs the shock of severe mowing conditions. A single, durable continuous belt drives all three austempered blades. A clevis hitch makes for easy hookup, while in-and-out hitch blocks allow the mower to stay close to the tractor.
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Turf brush for better dressing
Gandy’s Sweep Master turf brush is a newly designed tool for improved top dressing incorporation and more effective surface maintenance on golf courses and athletic fields.

The unit measures 40” x 78” and includes eight individual brushes set in a double diamond pattern. The upper framework is made of 11-guage steel with 3/8” angle crossmembers.

Gandy says the Sweepmaster is designed to give improved blending of soil amendments and reduce chatter or jumping during its sweeping actions, leaving a clean appearance on greens, tees, clay tennis courts, sand areas and athletic fields.

The basic brush unit may be ordered alone for suspension under utility tractors, or with optional 3-point hitch or trailer wheels. The trailer version has wheels which flip up to rest on the upper framework and make it handy to move during storage.
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Self-propelled seeder
The new Brouwer Seeder/Overseeder is a self-propelled unit for seeding, overseeding and fertilizing. The optional fertilizer hopper and overseeder attachments are easily attached. The unit is powered by a Honda 5-hp engine with a heavy duty chain and gear drive for excellent traction in a variety of conditions.

Gear driven, contra-rotating blades and guides place the seed precisely, in adjustable depth slits that are 1 1/2 inches apart. Offset wheels then cover the seed for the best possible germination conditions. The operating width is 22 inches and the seed flow is calibrated for efficient distribution.
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Portable pump runs on a Briggs/Stratton
The Otterbine floating, portable pump is now available with the 8-hp, 4-cycle Briggs & Stratton I/C engine. The engine has a five-year warranty, and is equipped with an extra-capacity dual element air cleaner, commercial quality ball bearings, cast iron sleeves and Cobalite exhaust valves and seats.

Warranty on the engine’s Magneto electronic ignition is five years. The pump delivers up to 410 GPM. It’s self-priming, can run dry safely, and operates in three inches of water.

One good turner carries it weight
Agrotec tracking wagons are available in three sizes, each equipped with front and rear axle steering which allows for sharper, tighter turns to eliminate cut off corners and damaged plants and containers. The frame is made of heavy gauge steel, steam cleaned, primed and painted with high gloss green enamel paint. Four bolt cast iron hubs and large terra tires also allow for much larger loads than other standard tracking wagons.

Kubota’s newest tractor equipped with Glideshift
Kubota Tractor Corporation’s L2850 utilizes a Glideshift transmission for easy no-clutch shifting through eight forward and reverse speeds. Engine and clutch stress is reduced, and operator fatigue is minimized.

The 4-wheel drive tractor is powered by a four-cylinder, liquid-cooled diesel engine with 27 PTO horsepower and 34 gross horsepower.

Quick-change tractor becomes turf mower
The John Deere 86-inch reel mounted mower package turns a compact tractor into a turf mower. It includes three 30-inch hydraulically-driven mowers that can be attached to a John Deere model 755 or 855 compact utility tractor.

For other jobs, the rear sub-frame can be removed in minutes to expose a rear PTO and drawbar. The hydraulic reel drive pump is powered by the tractor’s mid-PTO. Reels turn at about 940 rpm for a consistent cut. Reels are raised and lowered by the tractor’s open center hydraulic system. Both tractors are powered by a 3-cylinder diesel engine. The 20 hp model 755 delivers 15 hp at the PTO; the 24 hp model 855 delivers 19 hp at the PTO.

ZTR mower with Unistat direct drive
A heavy duty zero turning radius mower called the Commercial Clipper is new from Shivvers Incorporated of Corydon, Iowa. The mower features the Unistat direct drive hydrostat on each power wheel. All-in-one direct drive hydraulic transmission increases reliability and efficiency. It is backed with a 4-year, 4,000-hour commercial service limited warranty.

New riding mowers for heavy duty use
Ransomes, Inc. has introduced a new line of commercial riding mowers for heavy-use applications. Designated as the Jaguar 4000 line, Ransomes believes the four mowers incorporate the best in rotary mowing technology. The Jaguar 4000 has mowing decks of 61" or 74". The larger deck has a unique, deep-draft design which helps assure that all clippings are discharged out the chute, minimizing unsightly clumps.

A single-pedal hydrostatic control is standard on the units. The low effort foot pedal controls all forward and reverse movement and eliminates the need for cruise control. An automatic differential lock provides drive wheels with steady pulling power on the straightaway, while reducing the torque on the inside wheel during turning.

Mitsubishi and Onan engines are available.

New trimmer, brush cutter lightweight with options
The new Robin model NB351 grass trimmer/brush cutter is now available from Carswell Import & Marketing Associates. The straight shaft trimmer is built to professional and commercial standards and weighs only 15.8 lbs.

Optional accessories include 10-inch eddy blade, 10-inch star blade and safety blade.
010 - ADVANCES IN TURFGRASS PATHOLOGY
By Jooye and Larsen
Leading U.S. turf pathologists report on turfgrass diseases, pythium blight, snow molds, fairy rings, leaf spot of Kentucky bluegrass in Minnesota, initial and field fungicide screening, turfgrass disease resistance, etc. Contains new ideas on how to combat turfgrass problems. $27.95

225 - CONTROLLING TURFGRASS PESTS
By Shurtleff, Fermanian, Randell
New comprehensive guide provides the most up-to-date information available on the identification, biology, control and management of every type of turfgrass pest. $38.00

640 - TURF IRRIGATION MANUAL
By James Watkins
A guidebook for engineers, architects, designers and contractors. Keeps pace with the latest developments in turf and landscape irrigation. Specific chapters devoted to rotary sprinkler design systems. Golf course design systems and expanded engineering and reference material. $27.25

360 - TURFGRASS: SCIENCE AND CULTURE
By James Beard
Comprehensive basic text and reference source used in many leading university turf programs. Includes findings of current research compiled from more than 12,000 sources. $42.00

110 - TURF MANAGERS' HANDBOOK-Second Edition
by Daniel and Freeborg
Entirely updated. A practical reference source used in many leading universities and turf programs. Includes findings of current research compiled from more than 12,000 sources. $42.00

600 - THE GOLF COURSE
by Cornish and Whitten
The first book ever to give the art of golf course design its due, and golf course architects the credit and recognition they deserve. 320 pages and 150 color and black and white photographs. Traces the history and evolution of the golf course, analyzes the great courses, shows how they were designed and constructed. $35.00

800 - INSECTS THAT FEED ON TREES AND SHRUBS
by Johnson and Lyon
Essential information for identifying more than 650 insect pests and the injuries they cause. More than 200 color illustrations. $49.95

510 - HORTUS THIRD
from Cornell University
A 1,300 page concise dictionary of plants cultivated in the United States and Canada. A reference which every horticulture professional should have. $135.00

810 - LIABILITY AND LAW IN RECREATION, PARKS AND SPORTS
by Ronald A. Kaiser, J.D.
A fact-filled reference for all recreation professionals should have to steer clear of lawsuits. Includes insights from athletic and recreation participants injured. Uses laymen's terms and an analytical approach to cases to provide you with a host of legal and liability guidelines. $33.00

125 - SCIENTIFIC GUIDE TO PEST CONTROL OPERATIONS
by G.W. Bennett, J.M. Owens, R.M. Corrigan
Fourth Edition. New chapters on fumigation, urban wildlife, special facilities, plus updated, improved chapters on pesticides, cockroaches, birds, termites, equipment, sanitation, stored product pests and more. Don't be without this updated edition. $49.95 Domestic All Others $50.00

235 - LAWN CARE: A HANDBOOK FOR PROFESSIONALS
by H. Decker, J. Decker
Written by turf professionals, this handy guide will be invaluable for playing field managers, golf course managers, or any lawn care practitioner. Covers all aspects of turfgrass management. $38.00

350 - LANDSCAPE DESIGN: A PRACTICAL APPROACH
by Larry Hasenkam
Geared for the commercial designer/salesperson, this is one-stop guide to the landscape design process. Covers the entire highly competitive field including design analysis techniques, pointers on land uses and specialized business landscaping methods, environmental design guidelines, specifications, estimations, bids. $41.00

300 - LANDSCAPE MANAGEMENT
by James R. Faulk and Jack O. Butler
Planting and Maintenance of Trees, Shrubs, and Turfgrasses. Describes the basic principles of cultural management of installed landscapes. The important factors of plant growth, soils and fertilizers, irrigation, weed control and diseases and pests of ornamental plants, as well as the most up-to-date information available on the identification, biology, control and management of every type of turfgrass pest. $38.00

205 - HORTiculture MANAGEMENT
by Dr. Jonas Vengla and Dr. William A. Torello
Designed as a textbook or a practical usage manual, this book has been completely brought up-to-date. Care of lawns and turfgrass, from selection of varieties to maintenance of established grass is completely covered. $25.95

225 - TURFGRASS MANAGEMENT
by A.J. Turgeon
Revised edition. Covers the latest developments in turfgrass science and technology. Heavily illustrated with over 500 photos and drawings. Provides specific recommendations for applying the newest pesticides, fertilizers and other materials to combat turfgrass problems. A valuable reference for diagnosing problems and determining their causes. $42.00

010 - ADVANCES IN TURFGRASS PATHOLOGY
by Jooye and Larsen
Leading U.S. turf pathologists report on turfgrass diseases, pythium blight, snow molds, fairy rings, leaf spot of Kentucky bluegrass in Minnesota, initial and field fungicide screening, turfgrass disease resistance, etc. Contains new ideas on how to combat turfgrass problems. $27.95

360 - TURFGRASS: SCIENCE AND CULTURE
by James Beard
Comprehensive basic text and reference source used in many leading university turf programs. Includes findings of current research compiled from more than 12,000 sources. $42.00

110 - TURF MANAGERS' HANDBOOK-Second Edition
by Daniel and Freeborg
Entirely updated. A practical reference source used in many leading universities and turf programs. Includes findings of current research compiled from more than 12,000 sources. $42.00

600 - THE GOLF COURSE
by Cornish and Whitten
The first book ever to give the art of golf course design its due, and golf course architects the credit and recognition they deserve. 320 pages and 150 color and black and white photographs. Traces the history and evolution of the golf course, analyzes the great courses, shows how they were designed and constructed. $35.00

800 - INSECTS THAT FEED ON TREES AND SHRUBS
by Johnson and Lyon
Essential information for identifying more than 650 insect pests and the injuries they cause. More than 200 color illustrations. $49.95

510 - HORTUS THIRD
from Cornell University
A 1,300 page concise dictionary of plants cultivated in the United States and Canada. A reference which every horticulture professional should have. $135.00

810 - LIABILITY AND LAW IN RECREATION, PARKS AND SPORTS
by Ronald A. Kaiser, J.D.
A fact-filled reference for all recreation professionals should have to steer clear of lawsuits. Includes insights from athletic and recreation participants injured. Uses laymen's terms and an analytical approach to cases to provide you with a host of legal and liability guidelines. $33.00

125 - SCIENTIFIC GUIDE TO PEST CONTROL OPERATIONS
by G.W. Bennett, J.M. Owens, R.M. Corrigan
Fourth Edition. New chapters on fumigation, urban wildlife, special facilities, plus updated, improved chapters on pesticides, cockroaches, birds, termites, equipment, sanitation, stored product pests and more. Don't be without this updated edition. $49.95 Domestic All Others $50.00

235 - LAWN CARE: A HANDBOOK FOR PROFESSIONALS
by H. Decker, J. Decker
Written by turf professionals, this handy guide will be invaluable for playing field managers, golf course managers, or any lawn care practitioner. Covers all aspects of turfgrass management. $38.00

350 - LANDSCAPE DESIGN: A PRACTICAL APPROACH
by Larry Hasenkam
Geared for the commercial designer/salesperson, this is one-stop guide to the landscape design process. Covers the entire highly competitive field including design analysis techniques, pointers on land uses and specialized business landscaping methods, environmental design guidelines, specifications, estimations, bids. $41.00

300 - LANDSCAPE MANAGEMENT
by James R. Faulk and Jack O. Butler
Planting and Maintenance of Trees, Shrubs, and Turfgrasses. Describes the basic principles of cultural management of installed landscapes. The important factors of plant growth, soils and fertilizers, irrigation, weed control and diseases and pests of ornamental plants, as well as the most up-to-date information available on the identification, biology, control and management of every type of turfgrass pest. $38.00
NEW! Instructional Videos!

01 - PROFESSIONAL SOD LAYING TECHNIQUES • 25 minutes - Color • VHS • $85.00

02 - PLANTING AND STAKING LANDSCAPE TREES • 20 minutes - Color • VHS • $85.00
Award-winning in-depth demonstration video covers the key steps of planting landscape trees. Illustrated reference guides and group study materials included.

03 - SUCCESS WITH BEDDING PLANTS • 25 minutes - Color • VHS • $85.00
Shares those "tricks of the trade" used by national award-winning professionals. Shows how to select, install and maintain bedding plants successfully. Illustrated reference guides and group training materials included.

04 - WORKING WITH PESTICIDES • 2-45 minute videos • Color • VHS • $143.95
This video safety course covers Pesticide Labels, In-Field Clothing & Equipment, How to Be Prepared for a Spill, Tips on Mixing and Calibrating Pesticides and more.

05 - PROFESSIONAL TURF MANAGEMENT • 30 minutes - Color • VHS • $85.00
Examines nine major warm and cool season turf varieties. Optimum mowing heights and cutting frequency are given each turf variety. Illustrated reference guides and review test included.

06 - LANDSCAPE IRRIGATION, Maintenance and Troubleshooting • 30 minutes - Color • VHS • $85.00

07 - PLANT PROPAGATION • 2-25 minute videos • Color • VHS • $85.00 each
Volume One covers four important methods of propagation: by seed, division, bulbs and tubers and micropropagation. Volume Two covers three additional techniques of propagation: cuttings, layering and grafting and budding. Study guides included.

08 - ELEMENTS OF PRUNING • 30 minutes - Color • VHS • $89.95
Available in English or Spanish. Best-selling video developed for entry level industry training presents in-the-field demonstrations of The Techniques of Thinning Out Pruning, How to Control and Direct Plant Growth by Selective Pruning, How to Prevent In-Field Injuries and more. Illustrated reference manual and reproducible group study guides included.

730 - SHRUB IDENTIFICATION • By Gregory M. Pierce
Pictorial reference to identifying trees by checking leaves, buds, branches, fruit and bark. Like its sister publication, SHRUB IDENTIFICATION, popular and botanical names are given for each shrub and handy index tabs for quick reference. $12.95 paperback.

750 - TREE IDENTIFICATION • By Gary Symonds
Pictorial reference to identifying trees by checking leaves, buds, branches, fruit and bark. Like its sister publication, SHRUB IDENTIFICATION, popular and botanical names are listed with index tabs for easy reference. $14.95 paperback.

Domestic—"Please add $3.00 per order plus $1.00 per additional copy for postage and handling. All others—"Please add $5.00 per order and if ordering multiple copies, also add $2.00 per additional copy to cover postage and handling. (postage & handling)

Please allow 6-8 weeks for delivery. Prices subject to change.

Quantity options available on request. Total Enclosed

Mail this coupon to: Book Sales, Edgell Communications
One East First Street, Duluth, MN 55802

Name ____________________________
Street Address ____________________________
P.O. Box Number ____________________________
City/State/Zip ____________________________
Phone Number ____________________________
Purchase Order Number ____________________________
Signature ____________________________
Date ____________________________

Please send me the following books. I have enclosed payment* for the total amount. Please charge to my Visa, MasterCard or American Express (circle one)

Account Number ____________________________
Expiration Date ____________________________

BOOK NUMBER AND TITLE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>QUANTITY</th>
<th>PRICE</th>
<th>TOTAL PRICE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

*Domestic—"Please add $3.00 per order plus $1.00 per additional copy for postage and handling. All others—"Please add $5.00 per order and if ordering multiple copies, also add $2.00 per additional copy to cover postage and handling. (postage & handling)

Questions? Call 218-723-9471 or 9472


**BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES**

**IN MONTANA:** Established working lawn service, one man operation, room for expansion. Full-time business for 9 years, includes snow removal. Call Chris Swenson (406)855-9145. 5/89

**CURB MATE - THE MONEY MACHINE:** Patented, electrically driven and self-propelled machine produces beautiful continuous concrete landscape edging. Simplifies the installation of concrete borders between lawns and flower beds, along driveways and sidewalks. Applications for residential and commercial settings, golf courses, etc. Turn $5,000-$10,000 equipment purchase into $50,000-$100,000 potential annual income. (801)273-3938. 5/89

**WANTED TO BUY OR SELL a golf course?** Exclusively golf course transactions and appraisals. Ask for our catalog. McKay Golf and Country Club Properties, 15485 N. East Street, Lansing, Michigan 48906. Phone (517)484-7726. TF

**CURB KING:** Curbing machine that lays continuous concrete landscape borders. Low investment, high returns. For information call 303-434-5337 or write PO Box 40567, Grand Junction, CO 81504. 9/89

**HELP WANTED**

Park Operation Supervisor. City of Des Moines, IA. $29,512 - $33,453 ann. Superv. the grounds maintenance & management functions. Min. Quals: BA/BS w/course wk in park mgmt., horticulture, landscape arch.; 3 yrs superv. exp. in park of grounds mgmt. Apply by 5:00 pm June 2, 1989 to Civil Service, City Hall, E 1st & Locust Strs., Des Moines, IA 50307. M/F/H EOE. 5/89

**Lawn Care $20M - $50M**


**HELP WANTED:** A well established Southern Vermont Landscaping Firm located in one of the East's most popular ski and vacation areas is looking for a highly skilled and experienced individual to oversee our commercial division. Responsibilities will include: Daily co-ordination of 4/5 three man crews, basic landscape design and estimating. Good organization as well as strong personality are a must. We are a fast paced company looking to do the job right and we need quality people to make it happen. Please send resume to: Homestead Landscaping & Garden Center, LTD., P.O. Box 125, Bondville, VT 05340-0125. 5/89

**LANDSCAPE SALES CONSULTANTS - Texas** based landscape maintenance company seeking consultants with two years proven outside sales experience with industry related degree. Compensation, base + commission, car allowance, bonus programs and benefits. Reply to P.O. Box 446, Lake Dallas, TX 75065. 5/89

**LANDSCAPE DESIGNER/SALESPERSON:** Progressive 22-year-old landscape nursery operation in Chicago's growing southwestern suburbs (Naperville/Hinsdale area) seeks experienced individual. For right person, salary $25,000 to $30,000 plus bonus and incentives. We seek a well-organized self-starter with strong communication skills, who is proficient in estimating labor time. Thorough background investigation. Call Michael Anderson (312)747-0501. 7/89

**ENTREPRENEURS WANTED:**

U.S. LAWN'S INC. is seeking qualified entrepreneurs to join our very successful family of franchisees. Our professionalism, our profitable, proven systems, complete training and on-going support, purchasing power and National Accounts are just some of the factors that have contributed to our tremendous success in commercial landscape maintenance. Base of business available in some areas. Talk to our franchisees.

Call: (407) 875-1483
Williams H. Neet
U.S. LAWN'S, INC.
2300 Maitland Ctr. Pwy.
Suite 304
Maitland, FL 32751